A new book of academic essays reflects on the work of Douglas Campbell, professor of New Testament at Duke Divinity School, and his interpretation of the letters of the Apostle Paul. This extensive monograph critiques traditional justification theory, which Campbell says is inconsistent with both orthodox theology and Paul’s first-century context.

In order to see what Paul thinks about justification, it is imperative to identify and then remove the theoretical construct of contractual justification. The essays in Beyond Old and New Perspectives on Paul grew out of those conferences, and they range from critiques Beyond Old and New Perspectives on Paul: Reflections on the Work of Douglas Campbell Campbell’s proposals to summaries of his key themes.

Contributors include scholars from the fields of theology, New Testament studies, patristics, and church history, indicating the range of influence of Campbell’s work throughout theological disciplines. The book also contains Campbell’s own responses to the reception of his work and outlines his developing thinking in this area of Pauline studies. Request Info Make A Gift. Apply Now Visit Campus. Skip to main content. Thursday, June 12.
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